
In 2016 Hillbilly Elegy, J.D. Vance&#8217;s memoir of growing up in rural Ohio, became a bestseller in no small part due to the idea that it could explain the average Trump voter to liberals who were confused and
frightened by his political rise. Now we don&#8217;t have time to unpack all the assumptions there (*cough* Trump&#8217;s base is in fact just the Republican Party, which skews very strongly middle and upper class
*cough*), but it makes all too much sense for that book to become the most Oscar-baiting movie of this year. Hollywood actors, after all, love nothing more than demonstrating their authenticity and skill by playacting at
poverty.And so Hillbilly Elegy the movie has Amy Adams and Glenn Close putting on some of the most extra performances of the year. Amy Adams plays Vanceâ€™s drug-addicted mother, while Glenn Close is his
tough-love-homespun-wisdom-dispensing grandmother. If this were a parody of condescending poverty porn films, I&#8217;m not wholly sure what it would do differently; every performance is keyed to the most
hysterical, ridiculous register. If you badly want to understand Appalachians, maybe just talk to a few instead?Hillbilly Elegy is now available to stream on Netflix.  With the Christmas season nearly upon us, this
year&#8217;s crop of Christmas movies is naturally popping up. One of the less standard entries is Happiest Season; while the holiday romcom is usually one of the most stringently heteronormative genres in existence,
this one centers on two women. Abby (Kristen Stewart) is planning to propose to her girlfriend Harper (Mackenzie Davis) while staying with Harper&#8217;s family over Christmas. There&#8217;s just one hitch: Harper
isn&#8217;t out to her family, and claims Abby is just her roommate.The script is somewhat torn between indulging in various antics from Abby and Harper as they scramble to keep their secret from the family and
exploring the emotional repercussions of the deception in a realistic way. But that&#8217;s an unavoidable side effect of what the film is trying to do, which is tell a story about queer characters in a traditionally straight
setting without papering over their queerness (highlighting the varying pressures people from different backgrounds face around coming out). Overall, Happiest Season is an extremely pleasant movie, and an excellent
pick for a lazy afternoon holiday watch.Happiest Season is now available to stream on Hulu.  Spiders inhabit Petrit Halilajâ€™s installation in Madridâ€™s Crystal Palace, or so suggest the webs clinging to the poplar
thickets. For the exhibition, To a raven and hurricanes, that, from unknown places, bring back the smell of humans in love, Halilaj transformed the 19th-century landmark into a deconstructed nest, which expresses queer
and nonhuman intimacy. Upon entering, visitors veer left through a narrow tunnel of tall branches into the transparent, light-filled space. Enormous canvas-and-wire flowers hang from the columns and roof, and
gargantuan, golden bird legs descend from the central dome to the floor. Yet the rest of the installation activates the perimeter: a mysterious, birdlike figure gazes north towards the chestnut trees, two other cloisters of
branches line the palaceâ€™s symmetrical wings, and, most subtly, nine windows have been opened for the first time. Staff tell me they replenish feed on golden plates throughout the branches to attract so-far elusive
birds. I remember a lone croon piercing the visitor chatter.Installation view of To a raven and the hurricanes which bring back smells of humans in love from unknown places, Palacio Crystal, Museo Nacional Centro de
Arte Reina Sofia, 2020 (photo by Miguel de GuzmÃ¡n and RocÃo Romero)Creatures romp through Halilajâ€™s art, which unsettles the boundaries between human habitation and the natural world. Often drawing from
personal experiences, including memories of his hometown in Kosovo and its history of conflict and displacement, Halilaj reimagines attachments to family, sexuality, and home. For such urgent subjects, Halilaj takes a
risky whimsical approach, wagering on art to yield a sense of communion. To a ravenâ€¦ riffs off the structures bowerbirds build and ornament to attract mates. Halilaj often enlarges spatial details to shift relationships to
place, and the branches, nailed together and to the floor to appear delicately woven, remind us of our smallness within ecosystems.&nbsp;Installation view of To a raven and the hurricanes which bring back smells of
humans in love from unknown places, Palacio Crystal, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, 2020 (photo by Miguel de GuzmÃ¡n and RocÃo Romero)The monumental flowers similarly tease the palaceâ€™s
grandiose architecture. Crafted by Halilaj and his partner, Spanish artist Ã•lvaro Urbano, they publicly commemorate a relationship that crosses restrictions of citizenship and marriage. Spain, among many countries, does
not recognize Kosovoâ€™s sovereignty, and Kosovo recently began controversial reforms to recognize same-sex unions. The museumâ€™s placard argues this visibility of excluded identities counters the palaceâ€™s
colonial history of exhibiting Indigenous peoples and vegetation from the Philippines. Halilajâ€™s intervention confronts taxonomy with kinship; wind and migrating bodies erode the vitrine into a membrane. Yet for an
artist who deftly mines material histories, the work waxes symbolic. The institutionâ€™s critical reminder of colonialism does not distinguish creating an inclusive space from decolonizing it.I was more drawn to liminal
gestures that emphasized sensation over the display of identities. The talons of the bird legs in the sculpture â€œHere to Remind Youâ€• (2020) hesitantly touch. In â€œHistory of a Hugâ€• (2020), the blue-veined hands
of an anthropomorphic raven grip a wooden post that Halilajâ€™s grandfather hugged in the fields when he heard his wife had given birth (he feared expressing emotion would break codes of masculinity).Â Â Installation
view of To a raven and the hurricanes which bring back smells of humans in love from unknown places, Palacio Crystal, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, 2020 (photo by Miguel de GuzmÃ¡n and RocÃo
Romero)Halilajâ€™s art houses feelings that elude identification, seeping into the wood. Recalling Laura Aguilarâ€™s boulders, Diedrick Brackensâ€™ catfish, and Feliciano CenturiÃ³nâ€™s invertebrates, queerness in
his work demands not mere inclusion, but the forming of tender relationships towards our surroundings.The installation recasts home, too, as a site of openness, and for exchanging tenderness. Halilajâ€™s work
inaugurated the Reina Sofia Museumâ€™s reopening at a moment when pandemic shelter-in-place protocols reified both the primacy and inaccessibility of the safe, private home,Â  exposing our uneven interdependence
beyond it. In September, the working-class, immigrant communities of Madridâ€™s outskirts disproportionately affected by outbreaks protested a selective quarantine of their neighborhoods. Their green spaces closed,
but many workers still had to commute to maintain the city center. In verdant Retiro Park, Halilaj scattered the edges of his installation with branches, panes, and molding, as if tracing a storm. Left unfinished, the habitat
suggests that to celebrate gathering anew we must undo existing borders. Perhaps more than the lush flowers, these apertures beckon hope in an unexpected art of crisis.Installation view of To a raven and the hurricanes
which bring back smells of humans in love from unknown places, Palacio Crystal, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, 2020 (photo by Miguel de GuzmÃ¡n and RocÃo Romero)Petrit Halilaj: To a raven and
hurricanes, that, from unknown places, bring back the smell of humans in love continues through February 28, 2021 at the Palacio de Cristal, Museo Reina SofÃa (Paseo de Cuba, 4, 28009 Madrid, Spain). The exhibition
is curated by Manuel Borja-Villel and Soledad LiaÃ±o.  In the 1970s Timothy Leary, the US high priest of getting high, decided to end his myriad legal troubles by becoming an informant for the FBI. He&#8217;d previously
escaped prison and been chased around the globe before being cornered, and he would go on to enter witness protection for a time after being released from incarceration. Like so many other leading figures of the radical
&#8217;60s, he succumbed to the Man in the end. At Leary&#8217;s side during this time was Joanna Harcourt-Smith, his paramour 26 years his junior, whose own relationship to law enforcement has been in question
for a while. Was she an informant too? Or even an agent? (Allen Ginsberg thought so.) A scion of the Swiss upper crust who jumped headlong into the radical spirit of the times, she had already partied with the Rolling
Stones and Salvador DalÃ before meeting Leary in 1972. Generally a footnote in his biography, with the new film My Psychedelic Love Story, she takes the lead. Errol Morris interviewed Harcourt-Smith at length about
her experiences during those turbulent times and her relationship with Leary. In the process, Morris delves into his usual fascinations with conflicting versions of the truth, both in the historical record and people&#8217;s
own memories. Harcourt-Smith, who died this past October, got to tell her side of things on camera at last. Hyperallergic sat down with Morris over Zoom to discuss the film, and like with his work, it went places we never
expected at the outset. This interview has been edited for length and clarity.***H: Where did this story come from, for you?EM:&nbsp;The story came out of nowhere; the best stories always do. Joanna was a fan of both
of my work and my son&#8217;s work. (He was producing and directing a series for Vice, Hamilton&#8217;s Pharmacopeia.) She wanted both of us to be involved, so she reached out to me. You might consider that
ill-advised, but that&#8217;s how it happened.H: How deep into research, like reading her book, did you go before you actually talked to her? Is there a certain amount you like to read up on before sitting down with
someone?EM:&nbsp;It varies. I don&#8217;t think there&#8217;s any kind of algorithm or rule of thumb about how to make a movie or investigate a story. Say you&#8217;re confronted with an unsolved murder. There
are lots of those; God in his generosity has given us many unsolved murders to conjecture with. You&#8217;re going to want to interview a lot of people to try to get some kind of purchase on what happened. But
here&#8217;s a different kind of storytelling all together. People seem to have a hard time wrapping their heads around an exploration of an individual. I suppose that yes, in such an investigation, you could interview,
whatever, 20, 30, 40, 50 people. My choice is to interview one, and only one. I guess it simplifies the arithmetic. But the story I&#8217;m telling is not just about one person, but about how they see themselves.
There&#8217;s this crazy Cartesian idea that somehow you have privileged access to your own mind. Well, that&#8217;s clearly untrue. Most of us, and I would say that including myself, remain a mystery to ourselves.
Who in hell are we? What are we really thinking? What are we really doing? What do we really want? As I got to know Joanna better, aside from being incredibly moved by her story, I was also fascinated that
here&#8217;s a kindred spirit. She&#8217;s investigating her own life, unsure of exactly what happened, who she is, what role she played.H:Â Do you find your subjects are more often convinced of their own narratives,
or do they have a more questioning approach?EM: There&#8217;s no rule of thumb for dealing with people. You talk to me, I would be incredibly questioning of my own narrative, such as it is. It&#8217;s also fascinating
that people undermine their narrative in so many diverse ways. The beginning of My Psychedelic Love Story is Joanna saying she doesn&#8217;t know who she is and what role she played. &#8216;Was I a CIA plant?
Was I being used by the government? Was I being manipulated in ways that I myself didn&#8217;t understand?&#8217; That&#8217;s really interesting. I should ask, are you being manipulated by the
government?H:&nbsp;Probably.EM:&nbsp;You look like you are.H: Really? What&#8217;s the look of someone who&#8217;s being manipulated by the government?EM:&nbsp;You ask endless questions, as if you
don&#8217;t know.From My Psychedelic Love StoryH: Do you think that in talking to you, Joanna came to any new understanding about what had happened to her? Did your own understanding of her
evolve?EM:&nbsp;The sense that I got is this movie was very important to her and she was moved by it. I guess if you can&#8217;t be moved by a story about your own life, what can you be moved by? I showed her an
almost-finished version of the movie the week that she died. I had to ask the inevitable question of the CIA itself: &#8216;What do you have on Leary and Harcourt-Smith? W
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